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ABSTRACT

This dissertation for the Doctor of Music Arts degree in Composition consists of an eight minute, single-movement work for string quartet titled desolation sound, that was written between 2013–2014. This piece was first read by the Arditti String Quartet on March 24, 2014 at Boston University, and premiered in Cambridge, Massachusetts on April 18, 2014 by Micah Ringham (violin), Lilit Hartunian (violin), Ashleigh Gordon (viola) and Rachel Barringer (violoncello).
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performance notes

- with the exception of deliberately separate bowing on repeated passages, bowing slurs are merely suggested, and the player is free to adjust it to their comfort
- natural vibrato throughout
- e.s.p. = extreme sul ponticello
- s.p. = sul ponticello
- s.t. = sul tasto
- o.p. = over pressure, increased bow pressure that results in a scratch or crush tone
- ½ c.l. = ½ col legno, mix of bow hair and wood

o.p.
over pressure

\[ \text{e.s.p.} \rightarrow \text{behind bridge} \]

bow moving to extreme sul ponticello and continuing over the bridge

desolation sound was composed with the assistance of the Canada Council for the Arts

Canada Council for the Arts
Conseil des arts du Canada
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with heightened frenetic, yet fragile energy

exaggerated bow changes

lasso

violin I

violin II
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violin cello
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